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1. - 40. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. My grandmother, who is 90 years old, is the 
oldest ---- of my family.

A)   benefit  B)   potential
C)   member  D)   meaning
 E)   conflict

2. The box jellyfish is known to be the most 
poisonous ---- on the planet today.

A)   prediction  B)   creature
C)   hope  D)   link
 E)   loan

3. It is an obvious fact that air pollution has a great 
---- on every living thing on Earth.

A)   sense   B)   impact
C)   source   D)   fame
 E)   evidence

4. You should read this text before your exam 
because it has ---- of the plots of Shakespeare’s 
plays.

A)   tensions   B)   protections
C)   summaries D)   addictions
 E)   destructions

5. Jack gets an annual ---- of £25,000 from his 
company, but that’s not enough for him.

A)   discovery   B)   infection
C)   prevention  D)   intention
 E)   salary

6. It is clear that better flexibility is an important ---- 
of yoga.

A)   retirement   B)   patience
C)   scenery   D)   benefit
 E)   damage

7. Although Jack’s first attempt to climb the 
mountain ended in ----, he went on trying.

A)   recovery   B)   motivation
C)   collection   D)   failure
 E)   demonstration

8. If you want to achieve your ---- in your career, 
you have to be a hardworking person.

A)   prescriptions  B)   gestures
C)   investigations  D)   proofs
 E)   goals

9. Insects are a ---- part of the circle of life in the 
environment.

A)   fluent   B)   modest
C)   cautious   D)   remote
 E)   critical

10. Hawks are known to have ---- vision and also 
they are very talented hunters.

A)   sharp  B)   eager
C)   regular   D)   secure
 E)   safe
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1. - 40. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Though he passed mental tests, his eye trouble 
was becoming worse and was a severe ---- on 
the way to become a pilot.

A)   scheme  B)   handicap
C)   charm  D)   emergence
 E)   achievement

2. In rural areas of the country more than half of all 
the people in the area have untreated dental ----.

A)   bankruptcy  B)   lane
C)   decay  D)   impact
 E)   receipt

3. Wetland ----, which today are severely threatened 
by the human activity, can still be maintained 
through cooperation.

A)   obsessions B)   tenants
C)   pensions  D)   ecosystems
 E)   patrols

4. Half a year after the Katrina ----, tens of 
thousands of houses remain vacant, due, in 
part, to the administrative delays in the aid 
program.

A)   recipe  B)   temptation
C)   addiction  D)   catastrophe
 E)   empathy

5. The judge had no ---- to the jury’s verdict, seeing 
that the man had robbed at least seven banks.

A)   debris  B)   facility
C)   cast  D)   faith
 E)   objection

6. Although he was much praised for his 
accomplishments in agriculture, the Minister’s 
greatest ---- lay in the direction of educational 
reform.

A)   achievement  B)   range
C)   malfunction  D)   palm
 E)   sample

7. The government has called for help from giant 
companies to save the lives of people who are 
threatened by ----.

A)   famine  B)   wage
C)   defeat  D)   harbour
 E)   gear

8. The windows of the facility at the ---- of the 
mountain was protected by window security film 
to keep light from leaking out.

A)   mark  B)   temple
C)   sculpture  D)   peak
 E)   section

9. Apart from lecturing at a wide range of 
universities, she produced ---- works on 
economics with the help of her husband.

A)   abrupt  B)   faint
C)   various  D)   naive
 E)   rapid

10. The quarantine team found a(n) ---- solution to 
stop the spread of the disease and they sealed 
the entire area.

A)   sarcastic  B)   temporary
C)   abusive  D)   soft
 E)   marine
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1. - 40. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The fertilizers and pesticides which are used on 
many farms are polluting the water ----.

A)   resistance  B)   pollutant
C)   supply  D)   battle
 E)   container

2. After losing the game, the tennis player’s  ---- to 
talk to the press was quite understandable.

A)   harmony  B)   catastrophe
C)   cohesion  D)   reluctance
 E)   estimation

3. The ---- of satellite television changed the face of 
broadcasting.

A)   suffering  B)   adversity
C)   poverty  D)   revenue
 E)   arrival

4. Shrinking habitats are ---- to both plants and 
animals.

A)   admission  B)   exclusion
C)   collaboration  D)   threat
 E)   perception

5. Meeting other people, for me, is a basic ----.

A)   petition  B)   contribution
C)   collapse  D)   debate
 E)   necessity

6. Hot lemon is said to be one of the best ----for 
sore throats.

A)   remedies  B)   disputes
C)   directions  D)   benefits
 E)   donations

7. The machine can be very dangerous, especially 
when it is in ----.

A)   access  B)   opposition
C)   faith  D)   motion
 E)   congestion

8. I wasn’t able to do any work yesterday because 
of the continual ----.

A)   interruptions  B)   affections
C)   origins  D)   properties
 E)   surroundings

9. Unfortunately, in our era, food and clean water 
are becoming ----.

A)   ignorant  B)   scarce
C)   legible  D)   available
 E)   sufficient

10. There has been a ---- improvement in our sales 
figures over the last two years.

A)   domestic  B)   vulnerable
C)   gradual  D)   selfish
 E)   wasteful


